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ABSTRACT
Website fingerprinting (WFP) aims to infer information about the
content of encrypted and anonymized connections by observing
patterns of data flows based on the size and direction of packets. By
collecting traffic traces at a malicious Tor entry node — one of the
weakest adversaries in the attacker model of Tor — a passive eavesdropper can leverage the captured meta-data to reveal the websites
visited by a Tor user. As recently shown, WFP is significantly more
effective and realistic than assumed. Concurrently, former WFP
defenses are either infeasible for deployment in real-world settings
or defend against specific WFP attacks only.
To limit the exposure of Tor users to WFP, we propose novel
lightweight WFP defenses, TrafficSliver, which successfully counter
today’s WFP classifiers with reasonable bandwidth and latency
overheads and, thus, make them attractive candidates for adoption
in Tor. Through user-controlled splitting of traffic over multiple
Tor entry nodes, TrafficSliver limits the data a single entry node
can observe and distorts repeatable traffic patterns exploited by
WFP attacks. We first propose a network-layer defense, in which we
apply the concept of multipathing entirely within the Tor network.
We show that our network-layer defense reduces the accuracy from
more than 98% to less than 16% for all state-of-the-art WFP attacks
without adding any artificial delays or dummy traffic. We further
suggest an elegant client-side application-layer defense, which is
independent of the underlying anonymization network. By sending
single HTTP requests for different web objects over distinct Tor
entry nodes, our application-layer defense reduces the detection
rate of WFP classifiers by almost 50 percentage points. Although it
offers lower protection than our network-layer defense, it provides
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a security boost at the cost of a very low implementation overhead
and is fully compatible with today’s Tor network.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, mass surveillance and Internet censorship have become
extremely alarming as billions of people rely on the Internet as
their primary source of information. Several methods for anonymous communication have been designed and developed to improve online privacy and enable users to retain control over their
data [24, 46]. The main goals of these tools are to hide the identity
(i.e., IP address) of Internet users, and to prevent third parties from
linking communicating partners. However, as real-world adoption
of such systems requires acceptable performance to handle modern real-time applications, only a few of these tools have reached
widespread deployment. Currently, Tor [11, 12] is the most popular
anonymization network [40], designed particularly for low-latency
applications, e.g., web browsing. To hide its identity, each Tor user
runs onion proxy (OP) software, and creates a virtual tunnel, circuit,
to its destination through a chain of three volunteer nodes, called
onion relays (ORs). Based on their position in the circuit, the ORs
are known as entry, middle, and exit, and each of these knows its
predecessor and its successor only. The user data is then encrypted
in multiple layers (where each of the ORs can remove only a single
layer of encryption) and encapsulated in chunks of a fixed size,

called cells. Thus, Tor ensures that none of the ORs in the circuit
knows the user and its destination at the same time [11].
Due to its popularity, Tor has become an attractive target for
attacks. Although Tor promises to hide the relationship between the
user and its communication partner from a local passive observer,
e.g., a malicious entry OR — one of the weakest adversaries in the attacker model of Tor [12] — Tor cannot conceal the number, direction,
and timing of transmitted packets. An attacker can exploit this leakage to conduct website fingerprinting (WFP) [5, 19, 34, 44, 47]. WFP
is a special type of traffic analysis attack, which aims to identify the
content (i.e., the visited website) of anonymized user connections
by passively observing patterns of data flows. Over the years, multiple studies have systematically shown the continuously improved
effectiveness of WFP attacks [19, 34, 44, 47] and their applicability
in real-world settings [42, 45]. In response, a major line of research
has focused on designing defenses against WFP attacks [6, 7, 23, 50].
Nevertheless, none of these has been adopted in Tor due to their
unacceptably high bandwidth and latency overhead [6, 7, 13] or
proven inefficiency against state-of-the-art WFP attacks [26, 44].
The growing number of powerful WFP attacks and the lack of
effective and feasible WFP defenses highlight the need to design
easily-deployable and efficient countermeasures against WFP. In
this paper, we propose two novel lightweight WFP defenses, called
TrafficSliver, which successfully counter today’s WFP classifiers
with reasonable bandwidth and latency overheads and, thus, make
them attractive candidates for adoption in Tor. In contrast to former
WFP defenses that rely mainly on padding and delaying user traffic,
our TrafficSliver defenses are based on user-controlled splitting
of traffic over multiple entry ORs without inserting any artificial
delays or dummy traffic. Our main goals are to limit the data a
single entry node can observe, and to destroy repeatable traffic
patterns exploited by state-of-the-art WFP attacks. We first introduce our network-layer defense, in which we apply the concept
of multipathing entirely within Tor, i.e., the user traffic is sent via
several Tor paths containing distinct entry ORs. We implement our
network-layer defense in the existing Tor software and show its
feasibility and possible incremental deployment in practice. Second,
we suggest our elegant client-side application-layer defense that
works completely independently of the underlying anonymization
network. We demonstrate that it supports two modes of operation
by (𝑖) sending single HTTP requests for different web objects over
distinct Tor entry ORs or (𝑖𝑖) requesting different fractions of a
single web object via different Tor paths. To achieve the latter mode
of operation, we exploit the range option in the HTTP protocol to
create multiple outgoing HTTP requests for a single resource.
Alongside fulfilling the requirements of being easy deployable
and efficient in terms of bandwidth and latency overhead, another
main challenge to be addressed by our defenses is the selection
of an effective traffic-splitting strategy. The latter ensures that a
single malicious entry OR can observe only a limited portion of user
traffic, which is not sufficient to perform WFP. As shown in [25],
a basic splitting scheme, such as round robin, does not provide
an adequate level of security against WFP. Thus, we explore the
resistance of advanced traffic-splitting strategies against WFP.
The contributions of our paper are as follows:
(1) We design two novel lightweight WFP defenses, TrafficSliver,
based on the idea of traffic splitting over multiple entry ORs.

While our network-layer defense realizes the concept of multipathing entirely within Tor, our application-layer defense
distributes (fragments of) single HTTP requests over several
Tor paths. Both defenses insert neither artificial delays nor
dummy traffic and, thus, are efficient in practice.
(2) We explore several traffic-splitting strategies, which can
serve as candidates for adoption in our defenses. In particular, we analyze the efficiency of these strategies against modern WFP attacks by conducting simulative and real-world
evaluations with four state-of-the-art WFP classifiers.
(3) We conduct an extensive analysis to prove the effectiveness
of our TrafficSliver defenses. We show that our networklayer defense provides better protection than prior WFP
defenses on a state-of-the-art dataset by achieving a classification accuracy below 16% while being significantly more
efficient with respect to bandwidth and latency overhead. We
further show that our elegant application-layer defense outperforms WTF-PAD (the former most favored low-overhead
defense) in terms of the attacker’s performance while dramatically reducing implementation overhead.

2

THREAT MODEL

Despite the encapsulation of user data in cells of equal size, Tor still
cannot conceal meta-data such as number, direction, and timing of
transmitted packets. An adversary can passively exploit this sidechannel leakage and mount website fingerprinting [5, 19, 34, 44, 47].
WFP usually corresponds to a supervised machine learning (ML)
problem, in which the adversary (1) defines a set of websites to
be detected and (2) collects traces of multiple page loads for each
of them. The adversary (3) analyses the collected traces to extract
possibly expressive patterns, i.e., features, used to create a fingerprint for each website. Then, (4) ML is applied to train a classifier
with the fingerprints in order to create a classification model, i.e.,
a representation that is able to map an unknown fingerprint to
a previously-predefined class of fingerprints. Finally, the adversary (5) uses the generated model to identify the visited website,
corresponding to an unknown trace of a real user.
A WFP attack is typically analyzed in two threat models, closed
and open world. In a closed-world scenario, the user is allowed to
visit a limited set of websites and the attacker has patterns for all
these websites. Although this scenario is not realistic, it is appropriate for comparing and analyzing the performance of different
WFP classifiers. The open-world scenario reflects a more realistic
threat model, in which the attacker has fingerprints for websites of
interest only (foreground) and the user can visit an unlimited set of
websites (background). Like related work [19, 44, 47], we assume
that the adversary can detect the start and the end of each page
load and each site in our analysis is represented by its index page.
In this work, we assume the attacker to be a passive observer
that does not decrypt, modify, or interrupt transmitted packets.
The attacker has a limited view of the Tor network by controlling
a restricted number of entry ORs. Thus, he can monitor traffic
exchanged with a Tor user and is aware of the user’s identity, but
does not know which website the user is visiting. Moreover, we
assume that the adversary has sufficient computational power to
train several fingerprinting techniques on large training datasets.

3

RELATED WORK

We briefly review previously proposed WFP attacks and defenses.
WFP Attacks. In 2011, Panchenko et al. [35] are the first to show
the feasibility of WFP to deanonymize Tor users. They achieve an
accuracy of almost 55% by using a novel set of features based on
volume, time, and direction of transmitted packets and applying a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. The authors are also the
first to explore the scalability of WFP in an open-world scenario and
achieve a true positive rate (TPR) of up to 73% and a false positive
rate (FPR) of 0.05%. Thus, the work prompted a significant amount
of further research in the field of WFP [8, 13, 48].
In 2014, Wang et al. [47] suggest a new k-Nearest Neighbor
(k-NN) classifier, which achieves an accuracy of 91% (100 pages,
closed world) and a TPR of 85% for a FPR of 0.6% using more than
5,000 background pages in open world. Juarez et al. [22] criticize
several unrealistic assumptions made by previous works and show
the negative impact of multitab browsing, constantly changing
web content, and the use of different Tor Browser [39] versions for
training and testing on the accuracy of WFP attacks. Wang and
Goldberg [49] revisit some of these assumptions and show how the
attacker can efficiently keep the training data up to date.
In 2016, Panchenko et al. [34] collect the first comprehensive
dataset to evaluate WFP at Internet scale. They propose a new classifier, CUMUL, which outperforms existing methods both in terms
of recognition rate and computational complexity. The authors
show that while no existing WFP attack scales when applied in
realistic settings, fingerprinting websites, i.e., a set of pages served
under the same domain, scales significantly better than webpage
fingerprinting. Another concurrent WFP classifier, k-FP [19], relies
on a random decision forest to create fingerprints of pages, and
k-NN for the classification itself. The accuracy achieved by k-FP is
similar to that obtained by CUMUL. Other works [7, 19, 52] analyze
different methods to rank WFP features by their importance.
Recently, several works have applied deep learning (DL) methods.
Contrary to the traditional classifiers described above, these do
not require manual feature engineering. Rimmer et al. [43] show
that automatically created features are more robust in the face of
constantly changing web content. Sirinam et al. [45] focus on other
DL methods to deal with changing content. Other works [2, 5, 33]
further explore the applicability of DL for WFP. Sirinam et al. [44]
present the most powerful WFP attack, deep fingerprinting (DF),
which is an improved design of the Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) classifier. DF achieves an accuracy of more than 95% for
both the closed-world (95 URLs) and the open-world (20,000 URLs)
scenarios while requiring a relatively small set of training traces.
WFP Defenses. Existing WFP countermeasures can be categorized into network-layer and application-layer defenses [6].
Network-layer Defenses. Liberatone and Levine [27] explore different padding schemes on a per-packet level as a basic WFP defense. Wright et al. [51] use traffic morphing to mimic the trace
of another page. However, neither padding nor traffic morphing
defend against WFP [13, 19]. Buffered Fixed-Length Obfuscation
(BuFLO) [13] obfuscates page transmissions by sending packets of
a fixed size at a fixed interval for a certain period of time. Thus,
the traffic generated by different websites has a similar continuous data flow. However, besides its high latency and bandwidth

overhead, BuFLO cannot respond to congestion and may even reveal the total transmission size [6, 8]. Thus, Cai et al. [6] propose
Congestion-Sensitive BuFLO (CS-BuFLO) that varies the rate of
packet transmissions. Tamaraw [7] uses smaller fixed packet sizes
and treats incoming and outgoing packets differently to avoid unnecessary padding and dummy traffic. However, the large overhead
created by these defenses hinders their real-world adoption.
WTF-PAD [23] further reduces the latency and bandwidth overhead created by the prior defenses. It relies on predefined histograms of packet inter-arrival times to detect time gaps between
packets and covers them by adding dummy packets. To obscure
traffic bursts, it adds statistically-unlikely delays between packets.
Due to its low overhead, WFP-PAD is the most favored defense for
adoption in Tor [17, 31]. However, Sirinam et al. [44] showed the
inefficiency of WFP-PAD against their DF classifier by achieving
over 90% accuracy. Li et al. [26] also confirm the high information
leakage of WFP-PAD. DynaFlow [29] morphs packets into fixed
bursts, pads the total number of bursts, and dynamically changes
packet inter-arrival times. In contrast to CS-BuFLO and Tamaraw,
DynaFlow tunes the amount of overhead introduced and, thus, provides a better trade-off between security and efficiency. FRONT and
GLUE have been recently suggested [18]. While FRONT creates
random noise at the beginning of a page load, GLUE adds dummy
packets between consecutive page loads to obscure separation of
different page loads. However, the accuracy of today’s WFP attacks
remains comparably high, even if both defenses are applied.
Based on traffic morphing, Glove [32] creates clusters of similar
web pages and inserts only a small amount of cover traffic to make
the pages within a cluster indistinguishable. Supersequence [47]
is a similar defense that clusters traces of different sites to create a group of anonymity sets and extracts the shortest common
supersequence. Walkie Talkie [50] forces the browser to communicate in a half-duplex mode. Thus, packets in one direction can be
buffered and sent in bursts, together with dummy traffic. This, in
turn, makes it easier and more efficient to create supersequences
based on burst sequences. However, the main limitation of these
methods remains their dependence on a priori knowledge about
each site. It is especially challenging for sites with dynamic content.
Recently, Henri et al. [20] have proposed splitting traffic exchanged between the user and its entry OR over two different,
unrelated network connections (e.g., DSL, Wi-Fi, or cellular networks) to protect against a malicious ISP. However, this design
decision fails to defend against a malicious entry OR — a weaker
attacker (than an ISP) that is cheaper and easier for deployment.
Even if this defense notably reduces the accuracy of state-of-the-art
WFP attacks on a single network connection, a malicious entry OR
could still observe the user’s identity and the complete data flow
and, thus, perform WFP. In contrast, our defenses distribute the
user traffic over multiple entry ORs and limit the data a single OR
can observe. Also, the authors of [20] do not analyze the influence
of the number of used network connections on the accuracy of
WFP attacks — one of the main contributions in our work.
Application-layer Defenses. Panchenko et al. [35] suggest a browser
plug-in that adds noise by loading another random page in parallel. However, this is not sufficient to defend against WFP if the
bandwidth overhead is to be kept reasonable [47]. The Tor project
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Figure 1: Design overview of our network-layer defense.
proposed to randomize the pipeline size (i.e., the number of requests processed in parallel) and the order of requests for embedded
website content [38]. HTTP Obfuscation (HTTPOS) [30] modifies
packet sizes, web object sizes, and timing by manipulating HTTP
requests and basic TCP features. HTTPOS can also modify and
reorder HTTP headers and insert dummy HTTP requests, but still
sends them over one TCP connection in contrast to our defenses.
Neither randomized pipelining nor HTTPOS are as effective as
assumed against WFP [8, 47]. Even worse, randomized pipelining
might lead to improved classification accuracy in some scenarios.
Cherubin et al. [9] propose client- and server-side defenses, LLaMA
and ALPaCA. LLaMA reorders outgoing HTTP requests by randomly delaying them and adds dummy HTTP requests. ALPaCA
applies morphing by padding the web objects of a page and inserting invisible dummy web objects. Through they achieve similar
protection, they are applicable for Tor onion services only.
To sum up, none of the former WFP defenses is as effective as
assumed, which highlights the need for a new efficient defense.

4

TRAFFICSLIVER AT NETWORK LAYER

The core idea of our network-layer defense, TrafficSliver-Net, is
to distribute TCP traffic across multiple circuits built over several
unique entries but shared middle and exit ORs [37]. We implement
the concept of multipathing entirely within Tor. Thus, we achieve
transparency to user applications and independence from third parties, e.g., web servers. Our main goal is to defend against a malicious
entry OR performing WFP. Therefore, the tasks of splitting and
merging are performed around (before and after) the entry OR in a
circuit. In particular, we deploy our defense on the user’s OP and
the middle OR, which, in turn, implement mechanisms to distribute
and reassemble user traffic from multiple entry ORs. We prefer to
merge and split traffic at middle ORs as exit ORs have the lowest
amount of bandwidth and quantity in Tor [21]. In contrast to the
resource-scarce and outnumbered exit ORs, Tor contains an excessive number of middle ORs (i.e., each OR can act as a middle node
by default), and their position in the circuit is not sensitive (i.e.,
neither the origin nor the destination are visible by the middle OR).
By introducing new types of Tor cells, our defense ensures that the
construction of several circuits (consisting of distinct entry ORs
and common middle and exit ORs) and the splitting of traffic sent
back to the user are fully controlled by the user’s OP.
Multipath Tunnel Creation. Figure 1 illustrates the operation of our defense. To transmit data over a number 𝑚 of unique
entry ORs, the user’s OP creates multiple individual circuits, subcircuits, along each of these entry ORs to a common middle OR.

Each sub-circuit constitutes one path of our multipath transmission
scheme. The user’s OP first establishes an initial three-hop subcircuit through one of the entry ORs by reusing the existing Tor
circuit creation concept [11] (step 1). Next, it creates 𝑚 − 1 two-hop
sub-circuits starting at one of the entry ORs, that has not been
selected yet, and ending at the same middle OR used in the initial
three-hop circuit (step 2). Once these sub-circuits are built, a joining
process informs the middle OR about the relationship between the
𝑚 − 1 two-hop sub-circuits and the initial three-hop sub-circuit.
To this end, we employ a cookie-based authentication mechanism
whose operation is controlled and verified by the user (step 3).
The operation of our cookie mechanism is inspired by the rendezvous cookie applied in Tor onion services to establish a connection between the user and an onion service [41]. Similarly to the
rendezvous cookie, the cookie in our defense consists of a 20-byte
cryptographic nonce chosen randomly by the user. To authenticate
the relationship between the individual sub-circuits, the user first
sends the generated cookie along the initially-created three-hop
sub-circuit to the middle OR. To do this, we introduce two new Tor
cells, SET_COOKIE and COOKIE_SET. While SET_COOKIE is utilized
by the user to initially send the newly-created cookie to the middle
OR, COOKIE_SET is transmitted by the middle OR to acknowledge
the (successful) receipt of the cookie. Then, the user joins the remaining two-hop sub-circuits by transmitting the same cookie in
another newly-introduced Tor cell, JOIN, through these sub-circuits
to the middle OR (step 4). Upon a successful match of the received
cookie with a stored cookie of an already-existing three-hop subcircuit, the middle OR acknowledges the joining process with a new
Tor cell, JOINED. This completes the connection establishment.
Splitting and Merging Traffic. We use a bidirectional circuitlevel cell splitting to achieve multipath user connections (step 6).
To execute the actual splitting, the user’s OP (or the middle OR,
depending on the direction) sends each cell containing user traffic
through an individually determined sub-circuit. Then, the respective merging point receives the cells on the separate sub-circuits
and reassembles them to a complete data flow for further forwarding or processing. Importantly, Tor can process cells only if they are
delivered in order. However, cells sent over different sub-circuits
might be delayed or received quicker due to network fluctuations.
Therefore, cell reordering at the merging point is necessary. As Tor
cells do not contain any sequencing information [11], we introduce
a new control cell INFO, in which the user periodically announces
the order of transmitted cells and their sub-circuit assignment to
the middle OR (step 5). If the delivery of a cell is delayed, the respective merging point buffers all subsequent cells until the missing
cell arrives. Then, all obtained cells are processed in order. Besides
enabling correct cell ordering, we also introduce the concept of
splitting instructions. Based on the chosen splitting scheme (see
Section 6), the user regularly sends Tor INSTRUCTION cells to the
middle OR to instruct it how to split backward-directed user traffic
to the sub-circuits. Thus, traffic splitting at the middle OR is under
the control of the user, who accepts backward-directed traffic only
in the expected order. To ensure correct decryption (or encryption,
depending on the direction) of cells at the exit OR, the user’s OP
reuses the cryptographic key negotiated with the exit OR (threehop sub-circuit setup, step 1) for all two-hop sub-circuits. Thus,
TrafficSliver-Net still encrypts all cells in three onion layers.

Implementation. We implemented TrafficSliver-Net in Tor version 0.4.1.6. Our modifications primarily focus on the handling of
circuits and Tor cells. Moreover, we introduced a new split module
that maintains the sub-circuits and provides functionality for the
generation and management of authentication cookies, splitting
instructions, and splitting strategies.
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TRAFFICSLIVER AT APPLICATION LAYER

Our application-layer defense, TrafficSliver-App, works completely
independently of the underlying anonymization network. Contrary
to TrafficSliver-Net, here, we do not require any modifications in
Tor and, thus, ensure ease of deployment in practice. TrafficSliverApp acts as a local proxy between the user’s browser and the user’s
OP. It first creates a number 𝑚 of separate Tor circuits, each of
which contains a unique entry OR. To do this, we launch multiple
user’s OP instances, each maintaining a single three-hop circuit.
While these circuits are established using the existing Tor circuit
creation concept [11], we ensure that none of them employs the
same entry OR. Our proxy also uses multiple persistent connections
via each of the circuits to request different objects in parallel (similar
to ordinary browsers). It then accepts HTTP requests coming from
the user’s browser, modifies them as needed, and sends them over
one or more of the built circuits. In particular, our proxy supports
two modes of operation: (𝑖) it sends separate full HTTP requests for
distinct web objects belonging to the same website over different
entry ORs, or (𝑖𝑖) it requests different fractions of a single web
object via different circuits. In Section 8.2, we show that sending
full HTTP requests over different entry ORs is already sufficient
to protect against today’s WFP attacks. However, we argue that
the support of the second mode of operation by TrafficSliver-App
might become an important strategy to enhance our defense in
view of attacker advancements. Therefore, we describe the second
mode of operation of our defense in more detail.
When browsing the Web, the user typically sends a sequence of
HTTP GET requests to fetch all web objects needed to display a
site. The HTTP/1.1 protocol provides an additional feature for GET
requests, the range option, which enables downloading a portion of
a web object (originally used, e.g., for resuming fetching of large
objects [14]). TrafficSliver-App exploits this range option to split
each outgoing GET request into several partial requests asking for
different fractions of a single web object. The splitting of every
request is based on a preselected splitting strategy (see Section 6).
Then, the proxy transmits each newly generated partial request to
the web server over one of the circuits already built by the user’s
OP. An important requirement to be fulfilled here is to ensure that
multiple fractions of partial requests belonging to a single full GET
request do not traverse the same circuit and, thus, reveal repeatable
traffic patterns. The web server, in turn, processes each partial
request separately and sends the corresponding fraction of a web
object back to our proxy. Finally, the proxy merges all obtained
portions of each resource and returns that resource in a single
HTTP response to the user’s browser.
Splitting and Merging HTTP Traffic. Figure 2 illustrates the
distribution of partial requests over multiple Tor paths, performed
by TrafficSliver-App. Every time the user’s browser sends a GET
request, our defense first determines whether this request can be
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Figure 2: Distributing partial requests by TrafficSliver-App.
split into multiple partial requests. By default, an HTTP GET request contains neither the size of the requested web object nor
information as to whether the range option is supported for it.
Therefore, for each resource requested by the user, our proxy sends
an initial partial GET request asking for a small fraction of that
resource (step 1). The main goal is to determine whether the range
option is supported for that resource and to identify the size of the
resource. While a small content length given in the partial request
increases the number of resources that can be split (as, with a high
probability, only a part of an object is requested), it also increases
the number of packets transmitted via Tor and, thus, the bandwidth
overhead created by the defense. Based on empirical analysis, we
established a content length of an initial partial request for each
resource of 50 bytes as a reasonable trade-off between privacy and
performance. If the web server does not support the range option,
it directly returns the complete resource. In this case, no further
request is needed to be sent to fetch that resource. If the size of the
resource is not present in the header of the server response, i.e., it
remains unknown, only a single additional request is sent by our
defense to fetch the rest of the resource. Moreover, if the size of the
resource is smaller than the fraction requested in the initial request,
then the server sends the complete resource back and no further
request is required to be sent either. Please note that the inability
to split a web object will not endanger the user’s privacy as the
distribution of full HTTP requests and responses over distinct entry
ORs is already sufficient to protect against the today’s WFP attacks,
as shown in Section 8.2. Otherwise, our defense can create multiple
partial requests based on a preselected splitting strategy to fetch
the remaining portions of that resource (see Appendix B).
Implementation. TrafficSliver-App is developed as an HTTP(S)
proxy, written in the Node.js JavaScript framework [16]. We have
one instance of our defense that performs the splitting on nonencrypted HTTP traffic. In the case of encrypted web traffic, our
proxy performs a man-in-the-middle attack to arbitrarily observe
and modify the HTTP traffic. It intercepts TLS handshakes initiated
by the user and performs them on behalf of the web browser (using
its certification authority list or pinning). After splitting the original
HTTP GET request, it again encrypts the traffic intended to the web
server using TLS. Our proxy can be easily integrated into the Tor
Browser and, thus, avoid any deployment overhead for the users.

6

OUR TRAFFIC SPLITTING STRATEGIES

Regardless of whether we implement multipathing at the network
or application layer, the main challenge for our TrafficSliver defenses is to provide an efficient traffic-splitting strategy against

WFP attacks. In other words, the target splitting scheme should
produce highly diverse traffic distributions among different loads of
the same page and, thus, hinders an adversarial entry OR in identifying (repeatable) patterns. To find such a strategy, we analyze the
influence of (𝑖) the number of distinct entry ORs used to establish
multiple paths through Tor, and (𝑖𝑖) the percentage and diversity of
traffic observed at each of the entry ORs.
Number of Entry ORs Used for Traffic Distribution. To use
our TrafficSliver defenses, we first need to define the number 𝑚 of
distinct entry ORs utilized by the Tor user for a multipath communication. While a large number of entry ORs decreases the amount
of information available to each entry OR, it also increases the
likelihood of selecting a malicious entry OR for a circuit belonging
to a single multipath user connection [10]. Thus, we explore how 𝑚
influences the user’s protection against WFP attacks and propose a
trade-off between privacy protection and performance overhead.
Distribution of Traffic over Multiple Circuits. Once the number of entry ORs is selected, we need to define how to distribute
the web traffic via them. Here, we have to consider the individual
properties of our defenses due to the level of their implementation.
These properties, in turn, do not enable the deployment of every
splitting scheme in both defenses. While TrafficSliver-App relies on
knowledge about the size of each web object but can neither directly
manage the transmission of separate Tor cells nor directly influence
the selection of a circuit for incoming traffic, TrafficSliver-Net is
not aware of the web objects exchanged through it but can handle
every cell sent or received by the user. Thus, splitting schemes that
particularly aim to distribute separate Tor cells cannot be applied
at the application layer and, vice versa, splitting schemes operating
on GET requests cannot be used at the network layer.
Distribution of Traffic at Network Layer. Here, our most basic
splitting strategy is round robin. When applied in TrafficSliver-Net,
we switch to the next circuit for each Tor cell. Our goal is to analyze
the level of security provided by such a simple splitting scheme
and assess whether only the multipathing or the use of a sophisticated splitting strategy is more important to build an efficient WFP
defense. We also analyze random splitting, in which we randomly
select a circuit for each Tor cell. We compare these strategies to
traffic splitting by direction, i.e., we use one circuit for incoming and
another circuit for outgoing Tor cells. To increase the diversity of
the traffic distribution for repeated page loads of a common website,
we also evaluate a weighted random (WR) scheme. In WR, for each
page load, we create a separate vector 𝑤® consisting of 𝑚 probabilities for each splitting point, which, in turn, are computed from a
𝑚-dimensional Dirichlet distribution. We use these probabilities
to weight the selection of an entry OR for each cell transmitted
between the user’s OP and the middle OR. The Dirichlet distribution is a common way to model random probability mass functions
for finite sets. As required by our strategies, it outputs directly 𝑚
random positive values that add up to one. Finally, we consider a
batched weighted random (BWR) splitting strategy. Contrary to WR,
here, the vector 𝑤® is utilized to weight the choice of an entry OR
for a batch of 𝑛 Tor cells. As we do not insert any dummy traffic
and constant-size batches, traveling across distinct circuits may still
reveal useful traffic patterns for WFP. Thus, we update 𝑛 constantly
during a single page load, i.e., after each batch. While a small 𝑛
converges BWR to the WR strategy, a large 𝑛 may not produce a

sufficient level of traffic randomness, e.g., for small websites, as
the splitting of traffic will be limited or even may not occur at all.
Based on our empirical analysis (see Appendix A), we adjusted 𝑛
to be uniformly sampled from the interval 𝑛 ∈ [50, 70].
Distribution of Traffic at Application Layer. As introduced in Section 5, TrafficSliver-App operates in two modes. For the first mode
of operation where our defense sends full GET requests for distinct
web objects over different entry ORs, we analyze the multi-path
splitting strategy. Here, our proxy randomly selects a circuit for
each request coming from the user’s browser without splitting it
into multiple partial requests. The goal is to explore the extent to
which the level of traffic randomness introduced only by the use of
multiple paths is sufficient to protect against WFP. For the second
mode of operation where TrafficSliver-App requests different fractions of a single web object via different Tor paths, our most basic
splitting scheme is round robin, where we request an equal portion
of a single web object via each Tor circuit. We further consider an
exp weighted random strategy. For each page load, we create a vector
𝑤® of fractions, which, in turn, are computed from the probability
density function of the exponential distribution by using the following formula: 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝜆) = 1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 , 𝑥 ≥ 0, or 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝜆) = 0 for 𝑥 < 0.
The exponential distribution generates sets of random numbers
independent from each other over time. The values of 𝜆 are selected
arbitrarily at random every time to ensure the unpredictability of
the created fractions for each page load. The vector 𝑤® is then used
to split each resource of a website into several portions. In addition,
we discard generated vectors that contain fractions below a given
threshold. Through experimental analysis, we established 0.001 of
the total size of a web object as a reasonable threshold. Once the
vector 𝑤® of fractions is generated, it is applied to split all resources
necessary to load a given page. The vector 𝑤® is also used to weight
the selection of an entry OR for each partial request transmitted between the user and the web server. Finally, to increase the diversity
of the traffic distribution for repeated loads of the same website,
we apply a varying exp weighted random scheme. Contrary to the
previous strategy, here, we randomly select a separate subset 𝑟 of
entry ORs from the interval 𝑟 ∈ [2, 𝑚 − 1] used for the download of
each resource on a website. Based on the chosen number of entry
ORs, we create a separate vector 𝑤® of fractions for each resource.

7

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To allow for verifiable results, we next present our evaluation setup.
Simulated Dataset. To initially evaluate the efficiency of our
traffic-splitting schemes integrated in TrafficSliver-Net, we developed a simulator that artificially splits real-world traffic traces based
on the selected scheme. We refer to the order of all cells that are
assigned to the same sub-circuit after splitting as a subtrace. In
total, our simulator creates 𝑚 subtraces for a single page load. It
also takes the latency of the different circuits between the user
and the middle OR into account when employing our multipath
transmission scheme. To this end, we measured the round-trip time
(RTT) of several circuits consisting of the same middle and exit
ORs but different entry ORs in the real Tor network. As in previous
work [36], we measured the RTTs by sending a relay connect cell to
localhost and triggering the reply time. We gathered RTTs for 4,073
successfully built circuits, which we integrated into our simulator.

Real-World Datasets. For the closed-world analysis of our TrafficSliver defenses, we rely on a dataset consisting of the 100 most
popular sites [3]. First, we collected 100 traces for each website without applying our defenses and refer to this non-defended dataset as
ALEXA-NODEF. Next, we collected traces protected by each defense.
For TrafficSliver-Net, we selected our best traffic-splitting strategy
(based on evaluation results obtained from the simulation of multipathing) to collect 100 traces for each website. We call this dataset
ALEXA-NET-DEF. For each splitting scheme in TrafficSliver-App, we
gathered 100 traces for each website in the real Tor network. Finally,
we visited once each of the 11,307 Alexa most popular websites,
excluding the first 100 sites used to build our closed-world dataset,
ALEXA-NODEF-BG, without applying our defenses and used them as
background for our open-world evaluation.
During crawling of our datasets, as in related work [34, 43, 44],
we excluded websites that deny user traffic coming from Tor, show
a CAPTCHA, have no content, or redirect to other sites that are
already present in our dataset. We also removed page loads indicating a client or server error as the attacker is not interested in
fingerprinting broken page loads. We applied the automated approach presented in [34] to collect all traces. For each page load, we
recorded meta-data such as the size and direction of the transmitted
TCP packets by using a toolbox containing the Tor Browser 9.0.1
and tcpdump and then reconstructed the Tor cells by applying a
previously-used data extraction method [34]. For our evaluation,
we focus only on Tor cells, as the different layers for data extraction (e.g., TCP packets, TLS records, or cells) only have a marginal
influence on the classification results [34]. Hence, our results are
comparable for other extraction formats. Moreover, we launched
several middle ORs in the real Tor network that were used by our
deployed Tor clients to perform traffic splitting and merging, as
required by TrafficSliver-Net. Our middle ORs supported multipath
user connections and regular one-path circuits, simultaneously.
Classifiers and Evaluation Setup. For our evaluation, we considered four state-of-the-art WFP attacks: k-NN [47], CUMUL [34],
k-FP [19], and DF [44]. For details about these WFP classifiers, we
refer the reader to the original papers. For all following experiments in this paper where we do not explicitly mention a different
methodology, we apply 10-fold cross-validation with respect to the
total number of collected page loads, i.e., the data is split into 10
evenly large parts, i.e., folds. Then, the entire process of training
and testing is repeated 10 times, using one of the 10 folds as test
data and the remaining nine folds as training data in turn.

8

EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we evaluate our novel defenses against state-ofthe-art WFP attacks. We assume that the attacker controls one or
several malicious entry ORs in victim’s multipath connections. For
all experiments, the adversary is aware of the applied defense and
its splitting scheme. We further assume that the attacker has enough
resources to collect a representative training dataset. Although we
executed experiments where the attacker trains the WFP classifiers
with non-defended traces, we achieved very poor classification
accuracy for all WFP attacks and omitted this evaluation as we propose better training strategies for the adversary. In particular, the
best strategy for the attacker is to use all collected subtraces of each

page load. The adversary represents these subtraces as separate
input vectors belonging to the same class and generates features
for these vectors to train the WFP classifiers. We also ensure that
all subtraces of the same page load are used either for testing or
for training only. Using only single, randomly-chosen subtraces
from each page load leads to lower accuracy and will not be the
dominant strategy of the adversary. We believe to have addressed
the logical advancements for the attacker in the learning phase and
deem it unlikely that further improvements can be made without
extensive efforts (which would also require enhancements to today’s WFP classifiers). For our closed-world analysis, we computed
the accuracy, i.e., the probability of a correct prediction (either true
positive or true negative). Similarly to related work [19, 47], we
calculated the TPR, i.e., the fraction of accesses to foreground pages
that were detected, and the FPR, i.e., the probability of false alarms,
for our open-world experiments.
In Section 8.1, we focus on our network-layer defense. We first
identify the proper number of used entry ORs and the optimal
traffic splitting scheme through simulations and, then, confirm
the efficiency of our defense in real-world settings. We show that
TrafficSliver-Net can reduce the accuracy from more than 98% to
less than 16% for all state-of-the-art WFP attacks without adding any
artificial delays or dummy traffic. In Section 8.2, we provide insights
into the effectiveness of our application-layer defense. We show
that by sending single full HTTP requests for different web objects
over distinct entry ORs, TrafficSliver-App reduces the detection
rate of WFP attacks by almost 50 percent points. Although it offers
lower protection than TrafficSliver-Net, it provides a security boost
at the cost of a very low implementation overhead and does not
require any changes in the underlying anonymization network.

8.1

Analysis of Our Network-layer Defense

8.1.1 Determination of Optimal Splitting Scheme. To identify a
good traffic splitting scheme for TrafficSliver-Net, we use the simulator presented in Section 7 to artificially split the non-defended
traffic traces in ALEXA-NODEF. For each traffic splitting scheme (see
Section 6), we generated a separate dataset containing artificially
created defended traces. Table 1 details the accuracy of each WFP
classifier in a closed-world scenario without defense (column “Undefended”) and against our evaluated splitting strategies for varying
numbers 𝑚 of entry ORs, where the attacker controls one of them.
Number of Entry ORs Used. First, we analyze how the number of entry ORs used influences the accuracy of WFP attacks, as
summarized in Table 1. Independent of the chosen strategy, we
observe that all WFP attacks become less effective when the user
utilizes a larger constant number of entry ORs to fetch a website.
We further notice a slight decrease of the classification accuracy for
a variable number of entry ORs (columns “J 2,5 K”) and a constant
𝑚 ≥ 4 regardless of the splitting strategy. In case of a variable number of entry ORs, the adversary is challenged by the uncertainty
of the applied splitting strategy as website-specific patterns are
less deterministic. Additionally, our most effective scheme, BWR,
drops the accuracy of all classifiers to less than 14% when a constant number of five entry ORs is utilized. Therefore, we consider
𝑚 = 5 as a good choice and argue that this choice neither significantly increases circuit establishment times (current versions of

Table 1: Accuracy (in %) of state-of-the-art WFP attacks in scenarios without defense and against our splitting strategies, where
𝑚 indicates the number of entry ORs used in user connections.
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Figure 3: ROC curves for today’s WFP attacks in open world.
Tor already build three circuits preemptively [11]) nor dramatically
increases the probability of selecting a malicious entry OR [10] (see
Section 8.5). Our experiments confirm our initial intuition that the
data observed on a single client-to-entry sub-circuit by a malicious
entry OR is not sufficient to perform WFP attacks.
Efficiency of Different Splitting Schemes. To find the most
suitable splitting method, we explore the efficiency of each strategy,
as summarized in Table 1.
Round Robin & Random. Overall, we notice a slow decrease in
accuracy with the round robin strategy as the number of entry ORs
used increases. We observe a similar trend with a steeper decline for
the random strategy. Still, the accuracies of CUMUL and DF remain
comparably high, corresponding to the correct identification of
most page loads. A reason is that both strategies produce subtraces
of similar size for different page load traces belonging to the same
website when used in a setting with a constant 𝑚. Moreover, round
robin cannot completely hide the total size of a given website — one
of the most important features for WFP attacks [19] — even when
observing only a fraction of the page load. Both round robin and
random schemes create traffic diversity in a setting with a variable
number of entry ORs, resulting in accuracy drops of more than 10%.
However, this drop is insufficient for a practical deployment.
By Direction. A simple scheme, which only splits the traffic by
direction, already delivers a significant decrease in accuracy for
all WFP attacks. Even though the number of transferred cells per
direction remains unaltered, most classifiers only recognize a third
of the page loads. This drop might be caused by the classifiers’
inability to retrieve information about the relationship between
incoming and outgoing cells. However, despite the absence of this
characteristic, k-FP profits from other features that use available
information on timing and data rate per direction, contributing to
a comparably high classification rate for this attack.
Weighted Random & Batched Weighted Random. When applying
a WR circuit selection, we observe a significant decrease in the
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Figure 4: Accuracy achieved by both classifiers, one trained
on defended subtraces and another trained on non-defended
traces, when detecting only subtraces whose length is at
least 𝑅 of the complete page load. The number of evaluated
predictions ♦ is referenced to the right log-scaled y-axis.
accuracy compared to the previous schemes. All evaluated WFP
attacks achieve less than 43% accuracy. In case of BWR, we further
reduce the accuracy of all WFP attacks down to 14%. In particular,
the accuracies of CUMUL and DF cannot achieve a detection rate
higher than 7%. For the worst-performing classifier, k-NN, the rate
of reliably-detectable page loads drops below 4%. We believe that
the significant difference in the accuracies between WR and BWR
is caused by the fact that WR cannot fully destroy consecutive sequences of Tor cells within a given traffic trace, often exploited by
WFP attacks to extract features (see Appendix A). Another reason
for the significant accuracy decrease achieved by BWR is the diversity in total size among the different subtraces of a single website.
A notable observation is that a variable number of entry ORs does
not improve the efficiency of both splitting schemes, WR and BWR,
as these schemes already introduce a sufficient diversity by design.
To sum up, based on our simulation results in Table 1, we showed
that BWR with a constant number of five entry ORs generates
subtraces with highly diverse characteristics and, thus, serves as
our most effective splitting scheme used in the rest of the paper.
We also believe that the protection of the other splitting schemes
and other combinations of 𝑚 will be worse in case of advanced
attacker scenarios as they already achieve lower protection in our
simulation and will omit this evaluation due to space constraints.
8.1.2 Open-world Evaluation. Next, we evaluate the efficiency of
TrafficSliver-Net using BWR with five entry ORs in an open-world
scenario. In particular, we focus on a scenario where the adversary
aims to detect whether a single (sub-)trace of a testing page belongs
to the foreground set or not, without trying to identify the exact
foreground website. If we are able to reduce the success of the
WFP classifiers in this setting, then their performance will be even

Table 2: Accuracy (in %) of WFP attacks for multiple malicious entry ORs during a single page load.
(a) Two malicious entry ORs.

Training strategy
k-FP
DF
CUMUL
𝑘-NN

𝑆1
5.85
6.82
7.95
5.78

𝑆2
25.23
14.01
9.11
6.56

Defended
𝑆3
𝑆4
30.16 28.14
27.75 19.24
16.68 12.75
8.39 13.47

(b) 𝑛 malicious entry ORs.

𝑆5
35.90
35.71
19.47
9.11

worse in the scenario when the adversary aims to detect the exact
foreground website. As a baseline, we first used the non-defended
datasets ALEXA-NODEF as a foreground set and ALEXA-NODEF-BG as
our background set and computed the receiving operating characteristic (ROC) curve for each classifier. We then applied the simulator from Section 7 to artificially split the non-defended traces in
ALEXA-NODEF, i.e., our foreground set, and the non-defended traces
in ALEXA-NODEF-BG — our background set — using BWR with five
entry ORs. Analogously, we calculated the ROC curve for each classifier using these defended traces. As shown in Figure 3, we observe
a clear proximity of the curves of all WFP classifiers to the random
guess (black line), when TrafficSliver-Net is applied. While the area
under the curve (AUC) indicating the detection of non-defended
traces using all WFP attacks lies between 0.87 and 0.97 (AUC is one
in case of a perfect classifier), the best-performing classifier, k-FP,
reaches an AUC of only 0.60 when applying our defended dataset.
Moreover, DF, 𝑘-NN, and CUMUL achieve a marginal higher AUC
than random guessing (i.e., AUC = 0.5). Hence, the adversary is not
able to conduct a successful WFP attack in an open-world scenario.
8.1.3 Effectiveness of TrafficSliver-Net in the Real Tor Network.
Once we had identified the best traffic-splitting scheme and the
optimal number of entry ORs, we deployed this strategy in the real
Tor network and collected a real-world dataset (ALEXA-NET-DEF).
We then computed the accuracies of all WFP attacks by using these
defended traces as well as non-defended traces in ALEXA-NODEF,
which we use as a baseline. Table 4 summarizes the accuracy of
each WFP classifier in a closed-world scenario. As we can see, the
classification results obtained by using the defended traces gathered
from the real Tor network are analogous to those results achieved
by using simulated defended traces. In particular, we observe a
dramatic reduction of the detection rate from more than 98% to less
than 16% for all state-of-the-art WFP classifiers. Simultaneously,
TrafficSliver-Net does not introduce any artificial delays or dummy
traffic to counter these WFP attacks. Thus, we can conclude the
effectiveness of our network-layer defense in real-world settings.
8.1.4 Security against More Advanced Adversary. We further explore the performance of TrafficSliver-Net against an unrealistically
strong attacker that is even aware of the portion of traffic of a complete page load that is transmitted over an observed client-to-entry
connection. To analyze the level of danger for the users in this
scenario, we assume that the attacker possesses two classifiers: one
trained on non-defended traces and another trained on defended
subtraces whose length represents a certain minimum ratio 𝑅 from
the corresponding complete page load. Then, we compute the accuracy achieved by these classifiers when the attacker tries to detect
only subtraces whose lengths are at least a given mimimum 𝑅 from
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5
96.52
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–
98.40
98.75
98.50
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the respective complete page loads. We executed this experiment by
using both datasets ALEXA-NET-DEF and ALEXA-NODEF and k-FP —
the best-performing WFP attack against our defense. Figure 4 shows
the results obtained for a closed-world scenario. While the accuracy
achieved by our classifier trained on defended subtraces is almost
constant and remains below 25% for a minimum 𝑅 ≤ 0.6, the recognition rate of the other classifier trained on non-defended traces
is close to zero for the same range of 𝑅. Hence, we can conclude
that our traffic-splitting-based defense achieves good protection
against WFP attacks as long as each client-to-entry user connection contains less than 60% of the total length of a given page load.
In contrast, high detection rates are achieved only for subtraces
comprising more than 80% of a complete page load.
8.1.5 Security against Multiple Malicious Entry ORs. Finally, we
consider an even more-powerful adversary controlling 𝑛, 2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 5,
malicious entry ORs in real victim multipath user connections and,
thus, observing multiple client-to-entry connections utilized to load
a single page. In this scenario, the attacker gains additional knowledge about the complete page load by merging the sequences of Tor
cells that are transmitted through the compromised client-to-entry
connections into a single subtrace. However, in order to achieve
high recognition rate, the adversary needs to also adjust the training
strategy applied for the classifier. To find the best training strategy
in case of multiple malicious ORs, we explore several alternatives
that the adversary can use for the training process. In our first
training strategy, 𝑆 1 , we assume that the adversarial classifier is
trained on non-defended (i.e., non-split) traces. As in the previous
sections, in the second strategy, 𝑆 2 , we assume that the attacker
uses all subtraces belonging to a single training page load as separate inputs for training the classifier. In the third strategy, 𝑆 3 , the
traces for training consist of the ordered sequences of Tor cells that
were transmitted through 𝑛 consecutive client-to-entry connections
(e.g., if the total number of entry ORs used by a user is four and the
number of malicious entry ORs is two for a given page load, a single
training trace is the union of two subtraces traversing the first and
the second entry OR). We further study another strategy, 𝑆 4 , where
the adversary builds training traces by merging 𝑛 randomly-chosen
subtraces. In our last strategy, 𝑆 5 , the adversary creates all possible
combinations
of training traces that consist of 𝑛 merged subtraces

(i.e., 𝑚
training
traces in total). For all experiments, the testing
𝑛
traces consist of 𝑛 randomly-chosen, merged subtraces (this represents what an attacker would observe in reality). First, we evaluated
these strategies by using our defended traces in ALEXA-NET-DEF
against 𝑛 = 2 malicious entry ORs. Table 2a shows the classification
results obtained for a closed-world scenario. In case of DF, k-FP,
and CUMUL, the best strategy for the attacker is to use all possible combinations of two merged subtraces for training (𝑆 5 ) and,

Table 3: Accuracy (in %) of state-of-the-art WFP attacks
against our application-layer splitting strategies.
Undefended
Exp weighted random
Varying exp weighted random
Multi-path

Feature importance score
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Figure 5: Feature importance score of the first 50 bestranked features for defended and non-defended traces.
thus, cover all potential variations of testing subtraces. Although
the adversary achieves a slightly higher recognition rate for 𝑘-NN
when using 𝑆 4 , the difference in the accuracies between 𝑆 4 and 𝑆 5
is neglectable and might be caused by the use of a specific dataset.
Thus, we conclude that 𝑆 5 serves as our most effective training
strategy in case of multiple malicious entry ORs. Notably, as 𝑛 gets
closer to 𝑚, the training dataset contains fewer combinations of
subtraces. The attacker can fully reconstruct the page load, if 𝑛 = 𝑚.
We further analyze the susceptibility of our defense against WFP
attacks for an increasing number of malicious entry ORs by applying 𝑆 5 for training. Table 2b shows the classification results obtained
for a closed-world scenario and malicious entry ORs varying from
two to five. As expected, the more traffic is observed, the higher
accuracy the adversary achieves. Nevertheless, the accuracies of all
classifiers remain below 36% in case of two malicious entry ORs.
Although the detection rate increases dramatically (especially for
DF) when three or more entry ORs are compromised, the probability to select an excessive number of malicious entry ORs belonging
to a single adversary is statistically not feasible in the real Tor
network. Moreover, when the attacker controls more entry ORs,
DF outperforms the best-performing classifier, k-FP. Finally, the
accuracy achieved in case of five malicious entry ORs converges to
that of non-defended traces (see Section 8.5 for countermeasures).

8.2

Table 4: Accuracy (in %) of state-of-the-art WFP attacks
against our TrafficSliver defenses and other prior defenses.

Analysis of Our Application-layer Defense

This section provides insights into the efficiency of our applicationlayer defense. Based on our preliminary knowledge gained from
the simulation results in Section 8.1.1, we established a variable
random number 𝑚, 2 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 7, of entry ORs used for each page load.
We then collected a separate dataset for each of our applicationlayer splitting schemes (see Section 6) in the real Tor network as
described in Section 7 and compared the accuracies. In Table 3, we
detail the accuracy of each WFP classifier in a closed-world for one
malicious OR without defense and against our application-layer
splitting strategies and discuss the results below.

Multi-path. We first focus on the splitting scheme where the
defense does not require any additional cooperation by web servers
but simply sends full HTTP requests for different web objects over
distinct randomly-chosen entry ORs. Surprisingly, we observe here
the highest decline in accuracy compared to all application-layer
splitting strategies. In particular, 𝑘-NN, and CUMUL achieve less
than 25% accuracy, and k-FP, less than 29%. For the best-performing
classifier, DF, our defense reduces the detection rate by almost
50 percent points. We believe that this decrease is caused by the
diversity of split traces that is implicitly generated through the
transmission of different resources over distinct paths.
Exp Weighted Random & Varying Exp Weighted Random. Next,
we analyze splitting schemes that rely on the support of the range
option by web servers. As the fraction of resources within a website
for which the range option is enabled may influence the effectiveness of our splitting strategies, we evaluated the success of these
schemes by using the Alexa Top 100 most popular sites as well
as the first Alexa 100 most popular websites, which contain only
splittable web objects. Appendix B presents detailed information
about the splittability of websites. However, as we do not observe
any significant difference in the accuracies, we focus only on those
classification results related to the Alexa Top 100 most popular sites
and, thus, enable a comparison with the other results. We also omit
the results for our round robin scheme, since they are similar to
those obtained for our network-layer defense. Overall, we observe a
steep decrease in accuracy with the exp weighted random strategy.
Nonetheless, the detection rate of DF still remains comparatively
high, corresponding to the correct identification of most page loads.
A reason for this might be that TrafficSliver-App cannot hide the
relationship between incoming and outgoing cells sent over a single
client-to-entry connection.
To sum up, we showed that our simple multi-path splitting
scheme creates subtraces with diverse characteristics and, thus,
serves as our most effective application-layer splitting strategy.
However, we believe that — in future work — the level of security
provided by TrafficSliver-App can be further optimized.

8.3

Obfuscation of Most Informative Features

When designing a WFP countermeasure, it is important to ensure
that this defense can obfuscate all discriminating features used by
WFP classifiers. Therefore, to better understand the influence of our
TrafficSliver defenses on the features used in state-of-the-art WFP
attacks, we computed the feature importance score of non-defended
traces and traces defended by our TrafficSliver defenses by using
an exiting approach presented in [19]. To do this, we categorized
all generated features in two main groups: (𝑖) features which are
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extracted based on information about packet sizes and ordering, and
(𝑖𝑖) features that involve timing information. Figure 5 shows the importance score of the first 50 best-ranked features for defended and
non-defended traces. Non-defended traces are correctly detected
since classifiers typically rely on features based on packet sizes and
ordering. On the other side, the level of importance of size-related
features reduces significantly when considering defended traces.
In case of TrafficSliver-Net, we obfuscate not only the size-related
features but also the order of transmitting consecutive packets (due
to the use of two splitting points for incoming and outgoing traffic
and the weighted selection of an individual circuit for a batch of
Tor cells). This, in turn, explains the success of our defense over
classifiers such as CUMUL and DF, which mainly rely on packet
sizes and ordering to recognize websites. However, as TrafficSliverNet does not add any packet delays or dummy traffic, it cannot fully
obfuscate features involving timing information and, thus, such
features gain a higher importance score. This explains the better
performance of k-FP, which also considers timing information.
Unlike TrafficSliver-Net, TrafficSliver-App cannot obfuscate all
features related to packet sizes and ordering. A reason might be that
we do not have any proactive splitting for incoming traffic. However,
overall we observe that our defense flattens the importance score of
all features to a notably lower value (i.e., less than 0.02) and, thus,
forces WFP attacks to rely on highly fluctuating characteristics
such as data rate, page loading time, or inter-packet timing.

8.4

Overhead & Comparison to Prior Defenses

Finally, we compare the level of security and the amount of overhead created by the most popular prior WFP defenses CS-BuFLO [6],
Tamaraw [7], and WTF-PAD [23] to our TrafficSliver defenses (using our most optimal splitting scheme: BWR with five entry ORs and

multi-path). We generated defended traces for the prior defenses by
using our dataset ALEXA-NODEF and their public implementations.
Security against State-of-the-art WFP Attacks. Table 4 shows
the classification results obtained in a closed-world scenario for
a malicious entry OR. TrafficSliver-Net clearly outperforms CSBuFLO and WTF-PAD. Although TrafficSliver-Net and Tamarraw
achieve similar accuracies in case of 𝑘-NN and CUMUL, Tamarraw is significantly robuster against k-FP and DF compared to
TrafficSliver-Net. However, this is achieved at the price of bandwidth and latency overheads that are several orders of magnitude
higher than those of TrafficSliver-Net (see Figure 6). Moreover,
we observe that our lightweight TrafficSliver-App defense reduces
the detection rate of the state-of-the-art WFP classifiers, though it
does not achieve the level of protection offered by CS-BuFLO and
Tamaraw. Finally, we observe that TrafficSliver-App outperforms
WTF-PAD — the only one application-layer defense in our comparison — by multiple factor for all WFP attacks. We conclude that our
defenses achieve higher accuracy declines for all WFP attacks than
the most former defenses.
Performance Overhead. An acceptable performance overhead
is important for the real-world deployment of defenses. Therefore,
we measure the bandwidth and latency overhead created by our
defenses and compare it with the overheads generated by the prior
WFP defenses. As shown in Figure 6, both TrafficSliver defenses
produce only a tiny bandwidth overhead in contrast to all former
WFP defenses. In terms of latency, the created overhead is more
conspicuous. However, it is still lower by several orders of magnitude compared to CS-BuFLO and Tamaraw. Although WTF-PAD
does not introduce any time delays, it does not provide a sufficient
level of security against WFP attacks as we showed above. We conclude that our TrafficSliver defenses produce only a small overhead

in terms of latency and a negligible one in terms of bandwidth
consumption and outperform all former WFP defenses.
Finally, we analyze the overhead created by TrafficSliver-Net
due to the splitting and merging of traffic at the middle OR. To
this end, we deployed TrafficSliver-Net in the real Tor network and
measured the processing times per Tor cell and the throughput for
traffic going from the user to the middle OR (forward traffic) and
from the middle OR to the user (backward traffic). We repeated
each measurement at least 1,000 times. First, as shown in Figure 7a,
we observe a slight decrease in the throughput by approximately
20%. We believe that this decrease will not notably affect the web
browsing experience of the user. Second, as shown in Figure 7b, we
find that the processing overhead of TrafficSliver-Net for middle
ORs is neglectable. Third, as multi-path negatively influences jitter,
we compare the packet inter-arrival times of our defense to those of
original Tor. As shown in Figure 7c, while the packet inter-arrival
time decreases in case of TrafficSliver-Net due to the use of multiple
connections, the number of outliers increases. A reason for this
might be fluctuating characteristics such as different data rates over
the different connections.
To sum up, we showed the effectiveness of our defenses against
today’s WFP attacks and argue that they serve as suitable candidates
for adoption in Tor due to their moderate performance overhead.

8.5

Discussion and Limitations

In contrast to former WFP defenses that aim at protecting against a
malicious ISP and a malicious entry OR, our TrafficSliver defenses
provide protection against malicious entry ORs only. To defend
also against eavesdroppers on the link between a Tor user and
an entry OR, i.e., the case of a malicious ISP, the user can utilize
different access links (e.g., using distinct ISPs via DSL, Wi-Fi or
cellular networks) to connect to the entry ORs, as proposed by
Henri et al. [20]. However, it is worth noting that while it is hard
to become a user’s ISP, it is easier (and, thus, more dangerous for
the user) to become an entry OR by launching multiple ORs in Tor.
From another perspective, the use of multiple entry ORs by TrafficSliver may increase the chances for an attacker to become one of
these entry ORs. Thus, despite that TrafficSliver can deal even with
several malicious entry ORs (see Section 8.1.5), we propose to apply
the already existing guard concept of Tor [28] for the selection of
entry ORs. This idea was already discussed and suggested for adoption in the scope of multipath extensions of Tor for performance
improvements [28]. According to the current guard specification,
a Tor user selects a set of entry ORs for its guard list and sticks to
using them for a certain time period. If the user selects a malicious
entry OR as its guard in Tor, it is completely exposed to the WFP
attack at the entry OR. Contrary, in TrafficSliver, selecting one or
even several malicious guards, as our evaluation shows, does not
lead to successful mounting of WFP. Therefore, we believe that the
adoption of TrafficSliver will not worsen the user’s situation with
respect to path compromises, though further research is needed to
ultimately clarify this question.
TrafficSliver-Net can be used for arbitrary TCP traffic. Though independent of the underlying anonymization network, TrafficSliverApp is an HTTP(S)-specific defense. As end-connections to the
destinations are made from different exit ORs, TrafficSliver-App

could experience issues while dealing with user sessions (for the
web server it looks like the same user makes connections from
different IP addresses). This needs further research and could be
mitigated by using the same exit OR for all sub-circuits.
We are the first to use multipath for thwarting attacks in Tor,
though there exist approaches such as Conflux [4] and mTor [53]
to improve the performance. Both of them perform merging and
splitting at the exit OR (see discussion below) and do not allow
any protection-specific options for splitting. An interested reader
would also wonder about the opportunity to apply multipath TCP
(MPTCP) instead of TrafficSliver-Net. However, we argue that this
is not an alternative in Tor. Between each pair of ORs, especially for
privacy reasons, Tor uses a single TCP connection for all circuits
(i.e., TCP terminates at the next OR). Cells of one circuit travel over
multiple TCP connections, one for each OR (hop-by-hop). Hence,
Tor already uses a tailored approach for client-to-server congestion
control (rather than counting on hop-by-hop TCP RTT estimators
or dup ACKs). Even more, ORs cannot use TCP options to forward
circuit-specific MPTCP options: (𝑖) This would deanonymize the
user and (𝑖𝑖) ORs multiplex different circuits over the same TCP connection to the next OR. Also, tunneling MPTCP options within the
cell — such that exit ORs can apply them to the server-facing TCP
connection — is undesirable as it requires adapting the resourcescarce and outnumbered exit ORs [21] and would limit the defense
to MPTCP-supporting web servers. In TrafficSliver-Net, we further
prefer to split and merge traffic at the middle OR as exit ORs have
the lowest bandwidth and quantity in Tor [21]. However, our defense supports both cell splitting and merging at middle or exit,
independent of the circuit length and number of sub-circuits.
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CONCLUSION

We proposed novel lightweight TrafficSliver defenses at network
and application layer, respectively, to protect against WFP performed by malicious entry ORs. TrafficSliver is based on usercontrolled traffic splitting via multiple Tor paths. We also analyzed
the effectiveness of different splitting schemes that can be integrated in our defenses. We show that our network-layer defense is
able to reduce the accuracy from more than 98% to less than 16% for
all state-of-the-art WFP attacks without adding any artificial delays
or dummy traffic. While TrafficSliver-Net drastically decreases the
accuracy of all state-of-the-art attacks, TrafficSliver-App reduces accuracy by light modifications on the client side only and, thus, does
not require any changes in the underlying anonymization network.
Through an extensive evaluation, we identified system parameters
and traffic-splitting strategies that effectively hamper WFP attacks.
Besides the compatibility with the current Tor network, our defenses do not insert noticeable bandwidth overhead and incur only
minimal latency overhead. Thus, they serve as suitable candidates
for deployment in Tor.
The source code of our TrafficSliver defenses is available at [1].
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A

OPTIMIZING BATCHED WEIGHTED
RANDOM STRATEGY

An important design choice for our novel splitting scheme BWR is
the size of each batch. Since some state-of-the-art WFP attacks rely
on features extracted from consecutive sequences of 30 to 40 Tor
cells within a given traffic trace [19, 47], we argue that the number
𝑛 of cells in a single batch should lie around those values in order
to disturb useful features. Based on this, we investigated different
intervals for 𝑛 by using five entry ORs for each user’s multipath
connection and summarize the classification accuracy obtained for
each of these intervals in a closed-world scenario in Table 5.
Table 5: Accuracy (in %) for different intervals of the batch
size 𝑛 needed in our BWR strategy.
Batch size 𝑛 [30, 40] [30, 90] [50, 70] [60, 80] [90, 120]
k-FP
16.05
17.98
13.46
18.00
17.76
DF
8.36
7.95
6.58
8.20
6.70
6.70
6.50
4.63
8.44
7.31
CUMUL
𝑘-NN
4.75
4.50
3.15
5.20
4.80
We present the experimental results for four state-of-the-art
classifiers, k-FP, CUMUL, k-NN, and DF. As we can see, the most
promising results were obtained when uniformly sampling 𝑛 from
the interval 𝑛 ∈ [50, 70]. Hence, we consider this interval as a good
choice and use it for all experiments in our work.

B

SUPPORT OF HTTP RANGE OPTION

In its second mode of operation, TrafficSliver-App first needs to
determine whether an HTTP request can be decomposed into multiple partial requests by verifying several conditions. To this end, the
response corresponding to a given request should possess a nonempty body. This does not apply, for instance, for an HTTP HEAD
request and, thus, such requests cannot be split by our defense.
Next, the request should be idempotent, i.e., if the same request is
sent multiple times, this does not result in different responses [15].
Otherwise, consecutive partial requests might not correctly fetch
parts of the same object. An HTTP POST method is an example of
a non-idempotent request and, thus, does not support the range
option. Although an HTTP PUT request is idempotent and the
response corresponding to it can have a body, the range option is
not supported for this type of request. A reason for this is that the
body constitutes a confirmation of data uploaded or modified on

Table 6: HTTP methods whose resources are not splittable.
HTTP
Number of
Fraction of nonmethod
requests splittable resources [%]
HEAD
379
0.038
GET
942,134
23.89
PATCH
4
0.0004
PUT
154
0.016
POST
41,327
4.1742
OPTIONS
6,050
0.6111
DELETE
3
0.0003
the server side only, i.e., it does not contain any resource download.
Thus, the range option is applicable only for HTTP GET requests
and is supported for them only. Furthermore, the web server needs
to support the range option requested via an HTTP GET method.
Many web servers do not support the range option as it is only
beneficial for the user. On the server side, the use of the range
option produces additional overhead as it increases the number of
requests to be handled for the same amount of data. Moreover, the
server should not enforce a compression for the given resource.
Due to the incompatibility of the range option with compression,
our defense disables a potential compression for each requested
resource. Nevertheless, some web servers ignore this and still compress the data. Finally, the size of each requested resource should
be known to correctly apply one of our splitting strategies (see
Section 6). Otherwise, our defense is not able to create multiple
partial requests.
In the following, we evaluate the extent to which the range option is adopted on the Web. To do this, we considered Alexa Top list
of the 100,000 most popular sites. We used the same experimental
setup presented in Section 7 to automatically visit the index pages of
these websites. We kept track of the HTTP requests and responses
exchanged during each page load and used them to retrieve information about the size, the type, and the location of the requested
resources as well as the status codes indicating the accessibility
and splittability of each resource. We excluded web objects whose
HTTP responses indicated either a redirection or a client or server
error. In total, we collected 3,943,239 unique web resources after
visiting 60,054 accessible sites. In particular, 2,953,188 (74.89%) from
the collected web resources supported the HTTP range option.
Since our defense is able to split only those resources that are
requested via HTTP GET method, we further examined the type
of methods of those requests whose resources are not splittable.
Table 6 summarizes the obtained results. Based on the statistics
presented in the table, we observe that non-GET requests represent
only 1.22% of all sent requests. This, in turn, indicates the high
degree of applicability of our defense. On the other hand, still 23.89%
of all GET requests point to a non-splittable resource.
Unlike HTTPOS [30], the second mode of operation of our defense depends mainly on the percentage of splittable web objects
within a singe website. Therefore, we further measured the support
of the HTTP range option for requests within a single website. To
do this, we computed the support rate either by taking into account
all resources needed to load a given website or by considering only
those resources which belong to the website. Websites often share
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Figure 8: Complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF) for the fraction of splittable resources.
a significant part of their external embedded content. Therefore,
even if external resources within a website cannot be split, they
may not reveal any specific patterns for this website as the same
resources need to be fetched for many other websites. We computed the support rate either by counting the number of splittable
(internal) resources and dividing it by the total number of (internal)
resources needed to load a given website or by summing the sizes
of the splittable (internal) resources and dividing it by the total size
of all (internal) resources of a website. Both metrics are equally
relevant to evaluate the feasibility of our defense in practice. Even
if the support of HTTP range requests with respect to the number
of splittable resources is limited, the size of the splittable resources
may represent a significant part of the whole website. This, in turn,
means that even if we have a large number of non-splittable resources, they are too small and may be transmitted through a single
Tor cell without a need to be split.
Figure 8 shows the minimum support rate of the HTTP range
option when considering all resources within a website and only
those resources belonging to a given website. Here, we observe that
the support rate in terms of resource sizes is significantly higher
than the support rate in terms of the number of resources. While
50% of the websites contain at least 80% splittable resources, 80%

of the websites have splittable resources representing at least 80%
of the total website size. On the other hand, we need to consider
the fact that we do not always have a size information for each
collected resource. Overall, we observed 242,899 (6.16%) from all
collected web resources for which we did not obtain any data about
their size. When we consider only the resources belonging to a
given website, we see that 60% of the websites contain at least 90%
splittable internal resources. In terms of resources sizes, 80% of the
websites have splittable resources representing at least 90% of the
total website size. This indicates the higher percentage of splittable
resources, which contain unique patterns for a given website.
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